Tuloc Premium
®

Correctable localization system for easy,
single-handed operation
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Tuloc® Premium
for easy, single-handed operation

Tuloc® PREMIUM is a correctable localization system.
It is intended for the preoperative marking of nonpalpable, suspicious breast lesions and facilitates intraoperative localization for the surgeon. Tuloc® PREMIUM
offers doctors and patients top quality, absolute reliability
and highest comfort.
Tuloc® PREMIUM is particularly user friendly for ultrasound
treatments as it can be used single-handedly. This allows
the user to make markings simultaneously to guiding
the ultrasound transducer. The removable handle of the
Tuloc® PREMIUM constitutes a real contribution to the
mammography procedure: By means of punctures
through a breadboard, it allows for a new positioning of
the compression plates without having to remove the
cannula.

Use
Advantages
Product options

If a repositioning is required, the marker wire of the
TULOC® PREMIUM can be easily retracted into the cannula
thanks to its special form. The wire can then be released
again in the intended and correct position. The double
arches provide firm anchorage in the tissue and therewith prevent dislocations in any direction. The wire of the
Tuloc® has markings for secure location for the user.
Two proximal markings indicate whether the arches of
the wire are inside or outside of the cannula. The distal
markings at distances of 2 cm give information on the distance to the tumor.
Tuloc® PREMIUM offers easy and precise handling as well
as a gentle application and ensures optimum visibility for
the ultrasound procedure.

Advantages at a glance

Use

	Single-handed operation
	Removable cannula for puncturing through
breadboard
	Correctable localization wire

	Tuloc® PREMIUM is intended for the preoperative
marking of non-palpable, suspicious breast lesions
and facilitates intraoperative localization for the
surgeon.

	Monofilament wire provides for best possible
form and pressure stability
	Distal depth markings show information on the
distance to the tumor

Laser-cut double arch

	Extreme sharpness for precise and atraumatic
puncture
	Special material and shape of double loop
secure good visibility for ultrasound
	Ultrasound marking and ultrasound cut at the
cannula tip
	Fixation piece allows for the safe preoperative
fixation of the wire

This marking indicates that the arches are still inside the cannula

4 cm to
the distal tip
of the wire

This marking shows that the arches
are completely unfolded
Removable cannula for puncturing through breadboard

2 cm
to the distal
tip of the wire
Ultrasound cut

Markings every 2 cm provide information on the distance to the distal tip of
the wire
Fixation piece

Correctable arches
Ultrasound marking

Cannula with cm
marking

Tuloc® PREMIUM

Slider to put out the wire

Lever for
loosening
the wire

Order No.

Gauge

Diameter

Length

271 880

20 G

0,95 mm

50 mm

271 881

20 G

0,95 mm

90 mm

271 883

20 G

0,95 mm

120 mm
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